
Foxwoods Resort Hotel, Casino and Entertainment
Center takes special cure in its new smoke-fee

facility and pays strict attention to firestopping.

In Ledyard, Conn., on 1,800 acres of the Mashantucket

Pequot Native American Reservation, blooms a beautifully

landscaped, architecturally aesthetic leisure village known as

the Foxwoods Resort Hotel, Casino and Entertainment Cen-

ter. The resort, tucked neatly into this quiet corner of New

for all aspects of construction, including firestopping.

Firestopping maintains the integrity of fire-rated walls and

floors assemblies bypreventing the spread of fire, smoke and

toxic gases via through penetrations. (Through penetrations

are fire-rated walls or floors penetrated by object(s) through

both sides). So, like the finished product, the construction of

the casino also is “smoke-free.”

EFFECTIVE COMPARTMENTATION�A SURE BET

The firestopping of through penetrations in fire-rated walls

and floors is an important construction procedure. Its impor-

tance is accentuated in densely populated buildings such as

hotels, hospitals and schools where fire can spread quickly

causing personal disaster as well as structural ruin. To firestop

a fire-rated wall or floor assembly, a fir-estopping system is

CASINO TAKES "SMOKE-FREE POL
IMPLEMENTS STANDARDS FROM

England, now features three casinos, three gaming rooms, a

large entertainment area and two hotels. Ten years since its ini-

tial construction, it continues to flourish. Its success results

from several factors, not the least of which is the attentive con-

sideration given its clientele, such as a new casino now under

construction.

The resort, owned by the Mashantucket Pequot Tribe, is com-
pleting Phase VII A. This particular addition is a 144,000-

square-foot smoke-free casino, sporting gaming tables and slot

machines, restaurants and sports bars, and an entertainment

center. The architectural firm responsible for both this addi-

tion and the original resort is New England Design. This new

work is erected under the watchful eye of C. R. Klewin Con-
struction Management, Norwich, Conn. The Phase VII A

project at Foxwoods began in April 1995 and will be com-

pleted in March 1996.

C. R. Klewin has supervised the casino’s construction of the

resort since 1986. Known for its diligent, efficient manage-
ment of large-scale projects, the company oversees the entire

operation. On site at Foxwoods, C. R. Klewin is responsible

installed at every through-penetration in the construction.

These penetrants can be pipes, conduits, cables or cable trays.

Firestops can be sealants, putties, mortar, firestop bags or col-

lar devices, depending upon the hourly rating, the materials of

the substrate and the penetrant.

Firestopping several through penetrations located in

one area with one firestop is an ideal situation. Here
a GPI specialist installs an intumescent, elastomeric
firestop into a fire-rated masonry wall that has sever-
al through penetrations with mixed penetrants.
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While firestopping employs standard building techniques,

experience and expertise play a large part in successful applica-

tion. Knowing how to select the most effective and efficient
firestop system for each penetration, and then to properly

install the chosen firestop, are key. At the Foxwoods Resort and
Casino, the safety of its clientele and the protection of their

environment is not something that either the owners of the

casino or C. R. Klewin are willing to gamble.

To ensure that the firestopping is done properly, C. R Klewin
contracts the work to a firestopping specialist, who in turn
serves the various trades, such as electrical, plumbing, HVAC

and masonry, working on the project. “We pride ourselves on

attention to detail and to overall excellence,” explains Ed Janus,

senior project manager of C. R Klewin, for Phase VII A of the

ICY SERIOUSLY,
THE GROUND UP



Foxwoods Resort project. “As a result,

we take great care to see that every

aspect of the construction is performed
professionally and according to the
specification,” he continues. “And

that’s why we believe that the firestop-

ping needs to be done by a specialist,”

he asserts.

At the Foxwoods Phase VII A project,

the firestopping specialist is Gleeson

Powers, Inc. of Medway, Mass. Aedan
Gleeson, president of GPI, concurs
with Janus that firestopping should be

handled by a specialist. As Gleeson

points out, there are more than 1,200

different firestop systems recognized by

Underwriters Laboratories Inc., Facto-

ry Mutual and Warnock Hersey Inc. At
the Foxwoods Phase VII A project, the

firestopping specialist worked with the

local trades: B. W. Dexter II, Inc.,

Masonry Contractor, Daniels, Conn.;

Harry Grodsky, HVAC and Plumbing,

Springfield, Mass.; and McPhee Ltd.,

Electrical Contractors, Farmington,

Conn.

“Firestopping used to be considered

icing on the cake of construction,”

Gleeson recalls, “not something that
was thought of as absolutely necessary
However, after several hotel fires

demonstrated the dire need for proper
m-estopping, the building industry

began to enforce those construction

codes that have been on the books for

many years.”

PLAYING YOUR CARDS RIGHT

The key to firestopping, Gleeson

explains, is knowing your construction

methods and materials, and your costs.

“There’s no doubt,” he says, “that
firestopping adds more dollars to the

project, but they are dollars that are
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well spent. Therefore, the firestopping

specialist must accomplish two major

tasks: Select and install the correct
firestop system, and obtain maximum

results from the firestop for minimal

cost.” Janus agrees with Gleeson’s

approach.

“When we bid a project,” Gleeson
reveals, “we carefully evaluate all the

hourly rating, the substrates and the

penetrants involved. Our goal is to

give our client the best firestop at the

best possible cost. Therefore, when

possible, we choose firestop materials

that can serve the entire project, so
that the project benefits from volume
purchasing,” he emphasizes. The

firestopping contractor also acknowl-

edges that firestops that are easy to

work with and quickly installed are

very attractive because labor costs are a

consideration too.

At the Foxwoods project, GPI used

FlameSafe 1900, a water-based, elas-

tomeric, and intumescent firestop

sealant from International Protective

Coatings Corp., Oakhurst, N.J. Glee-

son explains, “For this project, Flame-
Safe firestop sealants are preferred

because they are water-based and come

with excellent Material Safety Data

Sheets.”

“With the FlameSafe 1900, we have a

lot of flexibility,” the GPI president

says. According to Gleeson, this partic-

ular firestop has more than 50 UL Sys-

tem listings and Warnock Hersey sys-

tems, including the top of wall

construction joints in the masonry

walls, which was a very large piece of
this project. He remarks that because

the product is available in five-gallon

buckets, his crews easily carry it

throughout the site.
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